This research combines a set of optimization algorithms with methods of finding and using the expected values of forecasted weather variables to create an optimal speed profile for a solar electric vehicle to minimize energy usage while traveling the furthest distance during the Sasol Solar Challenge 2018 as such work has not been formalized yet. Various Probability Mass Functions describe and apply the probabilistic characteristics of the solar irradiance to the forecasted weather data to increase the probability of better accuracy. These algorithms and Probability Mass Functions are implemented and tested in an international event on South African national roads across a vast distance of 2396 km under varying weather conditions and challenging route topography. The two algorithms under discussion: the first for high-resolution single day optimization of stored energy (by controlling the vehicle speed) and the second for multiple-day lower resolution distance optimization (by controlling the amount of additional road to be traveled each day). The results are meaningful in predicting the energy required by a solar electric vehicle traveling along a route in South Africa, and the importance of the optimal speed requirements to attain the best results is shown to be essential. The authors of this paper believe that implementing this work on the Sun Chaser III solar car, which competed in the Sasol Solar Challenge 2018, owe its position of first place among local teams, and fourth place internationally, to the accuracy and robustness of the work.
I. INTRODUCTION
To encourage young academic graduates as well as industry partners to invest time, research capacity, and resources into electric and especially solar vehicles, various worldwide engineering challenges were created to spark enthusiasm and awareness among the general public. Some of these challenges include the Shell Eco-marathon (worldwide), Formula Student Germany Electric (Europe) and solar vehicle challenges such as the Bridgestone World Solar Challenge (BWSC, Australia), the American Solar Challenge
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(ASC, America), the Somabay Egyptian Solar Challenge (SESC, Egypt), the Sasol Solar Challenge (SSC, South Africa) and many more. In the Sasol Solar Challenge 2018 (SSC2018, held in South Africa over eight days in September), teams enrolled in the Challenger [1] category were allowed to compete in a long-distance engineering endurance challenge on national roads. The objective was to cover the mandatory daily distances between Pretoria and Stellenbosch in addition to being able to drive an unspecified number of extra route sections daily. Each day had its first stage starting at 08:00, followed by the number of loops (additional route sections) as desired by the team, including a thirty-minute mandatory stop, and finally, the last stage navigated the car VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ through to the terminus for that day by 17:00. These distances were covered by the single-seater solar electric-powered cars that the various teams from across the world have designed. Competing vehicles are allowed to enter the challenge with a fully charged battery restricted to a maximum of 20 kg of Li-Ion, about 18 MJ (5000 Wh), and 4 m 2 of a silicon-based solar array and have to manage this energy throughout the eight days to maximize their distance. Although many solar challenges exist worldwide, the South African based Sasol Solar Challenge is notoriously challenging as it provides a variety of extreme landscape topographies such as severe road gradients as well as varying weather conditions along the entire route. It is not uncommon to see the more experienced teams (even when considering that they originate from different corners of the world) designing solar vehicles with very similar vehicle characteristics and therefore the need to optimize the race strategy as well as energy management has become just as or even more important than the design of the vehicle itself. Usually, these top-ranking teams cover anything between two and six loops per day in the SSC, and even the smallest energy miss-management or strategy mistake may cost them the title. Typically, basic energy predictions of the solar vehicle are simulated by creating a mathematical model of the car, knowing the route profile (gradients), and the average solar power available from the sun for the specific day of travel. Top ranking and even less experienced teams now incorporate more advanced energy predictions by including additional factors such as in-depth models of the battery and motor systems, acceleration losses, traffic conditions, and advanced weather variables such as the wind speed and direction, cloud cover and air density. In the case of the Sasol Solar Challenge, where the goal is to maximize distance, there is a need to formalize a method or strategy to achieve this, which has not been done before. Finally, a team from the Technical University Eindhoven competed and won their category in the BWSC multiple times with a multi-seater solar EV. Some of these former team members recently started producing a commercially available solar car (Lightyear One, with integrated solar panels on its roof, bonnet, and boot lid), which has a range of 725 kilometers (Worldwide Harmonized Light Vehicle Test Procedure). Similarly, Hyundai announced its launch of a photovoltaic roof for the new Sonata hybrid solar electric vehicle. This solar roof is said to be able to charge 30% to 60% of their Hybrid Electric Vehicle (HEV) battery when the car is exposed to the sun for about six hours per day. These two commercial examples substantiate the relevancy and applicability of solar electric cars for use by ordinary consumers and the need for research and technology development in this area.
A. EXISTING WORK
The BWSC held bi-annually in Australia possibly receives the highest number of single-seater solar vehicle entries for any such challenge worldwide. The BWSC is different from the SSC in that the distance is fixed, and the aim is to cover the mandatory distance in the shortest time. Appropriately so, there have been various publications on energy optimization techniques for these specific route conditions at the BWSC. Although the BWSC is arguably the largest of its kind in the world, the general route gradient is rather low with fairly predictable (predominantly sunny) weather conditions. As early as 1997, research on the optimal driving speed of a solar car on a level road (referring to the rather flat topography of the BWSC route) was published by [2] . The authors were able to predict the average optimal speed of the vehicle within 14 km/h of the real sustainable average speed by making use of classic non-linear programming techniques. A simplified model for the car was used, which considers only gravitational forces, aerodynamic forces and rolling resistance and assumes perfect mechanical efficiency. The same authors published more work in 2002 [3] , including a more realistic model of the battery and removing the restriction of an average optimal speed strategy. Good results were obtained although no acceleration forces were considered. In 2006, a master's thesis was published [4] in which the researcher used dynamic programming to solve the optimal speed profile. The work uses a fairly comprehensive mathematical model that considers battery and some motor characteristics but negates acceleration forces. The results are however only simulative, and no real-world data were used. In 2008, a review [5] of an energy management system for a vehicle competing in the BWSC highlighted some noteworthy findings in regards to existing energy management systems. While their model does not consider acceleration forces, it does recognize the three fundamental force components, as well as the electrical motor, solar array, and battery characteristics. Researchers from Istanbul Technical University showed that a theoretical Big Bang-Big Crunch optimization approach [6] is realistic for use at the BWSC. Although the results are satisfactory, the methods were of a purely simulative nature only. The authors of [7] used a fairly in-depth model of the electrical parts of the solar car (again negating acceleration) and introduced a multi-level optimization technique customized for the BWSC by making use of a high level long term (future driving days) planning strategy for the days ahead followed by a continuous optimal control problem for the short term (current day) solved by means of pseudo-spectral methods in Matlab, no real-world implementation was done but the simulation results proved robust and reliable. Another multi-level optimization technique was demonstrated by [8] in 2016 while making use of an interesting model which compensates for the angle of incidence of the sun and the effect of this angle on the solar irradiation, acceleration forces have been negated. This time, however, the high-level long term planning was merely based on the users' anticipation of the route difficulties (gradients) for each day while the short term planning was done with classic non-linear programming techniques in Matlab. Only simulations were presented, and the authors do not consider any weather variables other than the solar irradiation. Very recent work has been published by [9] in regards to a case study done on the University of Michigan Solar Car Team at the BWSC2015 in Australia and the ASC2016. The work makes use of a very similar model, as described in this paper, with the exception of not considering the acceleration forces. The authors made use of genetic programming and machine learning techniques to search for optimized driving speeds along the route which minimizes the total race time. Here they treated the whole race (multiple days) as one problem instead of two different problems as have been adopted by various other authors. The authors showed success by implementing their systems on the solar vehicle. It is important to note that none of the research mentioned can work for a solar challenge route where variable distance is of concern, such as in the case of the Sasol Solar Challenge route.
Much research has been undertaken in the domain of speed optimization of electric and solar cars, which is not necessarily linked to a specific route, and therefore the research is more generalized. The authors of [10] demonstrated the importance of route planning by considering the possible shading areas on a specific route as a result of natural occurrences such as mountains and artificial objects such as buildings. Here, the objective of the speed optimization was aimed at relieving what is known as 'range anxiety' of the drivers when planning a trip rather than maximizing the distance traveled or minimizing the time traveled on pre-defined routes such as the routes of the BWSC and the SSC. The optimal speed profile was found by using dynamic programming on multiple routes (the route with the least amount of shading was usually the preferred route). Intending to eradicate the environmental pollution crisis caused by global warming, the authors of [11] focused on a dynamic programming optimization algorithm to create an energy management system to find the best speed trajectory with minimal energy consumption for a pre-defined route. The influence of the weather conditions on energy consumption has not been considered although some real-world data was used to substantiate their theoretical findings. Another study [12] considered real-time traffic conditions when determining an optimal speed profile for an electric vehicle by solving a multi-stage optimal control problem employing a new proposed approximation model, which reduces the number of decision variables and expedites the processing. Field tests showed high computational efficiency and a reduction in energy consumption without incurring additional journey time. Only two sets of work have been published which focus on an energy management strategy or speed optimization of solar-powered vehicles competing in the Sasol Solar Challenge event. In 2013, the authors of [13] developed an energy model for their solar car and used Google Maps to retrieve the route data and, ultimately, Mathematica to find the highest average speed maintainable. The method allows for the computation of only a single day and not multiple days (the SSC is usually an eight-day challenge). The air density variation and acceleration forces have not been considered. A simple constant motor efficiency coefficient has been used with no consideration of electrical and auxiliary loss.
Another study conducted by [14] focused on the SSC making use of a model that considered the auxiliary losses and a variety of efficiency coefficients. Acceleration, however, was not considered. The authors introduced a fundamental energy management strategy (negating wind and other weather variables other than solar irradiation) to find the best average speed to drive at. Although this method could be used for only a single day and made use of various averaged variables, the results proved reliable when implemented on non-windy days, but inefficient on days where considerable wind and other weather variations were present.
B. THE PRESENTED RESEARCH
In 2018, the Tshwane University of Technology (TUT) entered a Challenger category solar-powered vehicle named Sun Chaser III. After each of the TUTs participations in an SSC event, they analyzed the logged data and concluded which areas of performance should be improved on. This research directly addresses many of the current underresearched areas and differentiates itself from the present work by the following:
• Developing a state of the art method that can be applied to the unique environment of the SSC in South Africa where multi-day, variable distance is of concern;
• Employing a unique multilevel optimization method combination • Including all significant weather variables in high-resolution real-time forecasts such as wind, air density, total cloud cover and Global Horizontal Irradiation (GHI) for the full eight-day time horizon;
• Using numerical total cloud cover and solar irradiance data to improve the accuracy of the predictions;
• Including realistic vehicle, electric motor and acceleration models as well as numerically modeled auxiliary systems losses and measured solar energy hardware transfer efficiencies; and
• Testing and validating the method in a real-world setting to demonstrate the practicality, robustness, and accuracy of the method.
II. METHODOLOGY A. ENERGY EQUATIONS
The mechanical force equations F 1 , F 2 , F 3, as presented in [14] , are used as a basis and extended. These equations, (1) to (4), describe the aerodynamic forces (F 1 ), rolling resistance (F 2 ), and gravitational forces (F 3 ) due to the gradient of the road acting on the vehicle in a parallel manner to the vehicle's movement along the route. P aux contains the constant electrical power consumption of the auxiliary electrical components in the car. P loss(k) describes the driving power loss (negative) or gained power (positive) at any one of the discrete-time sampling periods. P loss(k) can only be positive when force F 3 (force due to gradient) is larger than the sum of F 1 and F 2 or when an extreme wind is blowing in the same direction of movement, and this results in F 1 being larger than the sum of F 2 and F 3. The former case occurs typically more often than the latter. P loss(k) is described by (4) where v k is the speed of the car in m/s at each optimal speed interval.
k is the discrete-time interval. Table 1 describes all the variables used in (1) to (4). Equation (5) describes the useful power (watt) from the sun after the relative efficiencies, and solar collector area has been taken into consideration:
The power flowing in and out of the battery can now be described by:
The state of the energy stored (State of Charge, SoC) in the battery pack is given by (7) where α day(x) is the required energy at the start of each day expressed as a percentage, x represents the current day and t k is the real driving time between two optimal speed states. Here, the energy is expressed as a percentage of the total energy storage capacity e cap .
SoC
However, it has been shown by [16] that the acceleration force of the vehicle from a stationary starting point should not be neglected; therefore, this work extended its energy model which would now describe the acceleration energy of the solar electric vehicle, not only when considered from being stationary but, instead, at any point during movement. This acceleration energy cannot only be assumed to be the kinetic energy component, 0.5mv 2 , as the initial speed is not necessarily zero. Equation (8) is a simple derived function that can describe the energy required to accelerate the vehicle from an initial speed to any final speed. The time (t acc ) over which the acceleration takes place is always smaller or equal to the driving time between the two optimal speed points.
It should be noted that E acc(k) is independent of time and that the overall structure resembles that of the classic kinetic energy equation, 0.5mv 2 . Although the time independency of E acc(k) is true, the driver of the solar vehicle will always strive to gradually accelerate from the previous optimal speed to the next optimal speed such that t acc = t k (the real driving time between two optimal speed states). This will ensure that no sudden acceleration or deceleration is required, which might unnecessarily heat or overload the motor as an immediate acceleration requirement of; for instance, 2000 W will not be feasible while already maintaining a cruising speed consuming a continuous 3500 W assuming a 5000 W rated motor. This might, however, become more possible if the acceleration is performed gradually over the entire time t k . Appropriate constraints will be implemented to prevent the rare case where the sum of the continuous power requirement and the acceleration power requirement exceed the maximum available power from the motor. Equation (7) can now be rewritten to include the acceleration energy component.
Although (1) -(9) describes the deterministic energy model of the solar car, the probabilistic nature of the weather variables is of particular importance. In this paper, we consider only the solar irradiance (GHI) component as probabilistic, the air density, total cloud cover, as well as the wind components, which will be deemed to be deterministic. Therefore, (5) can be re-written as the expected value to become (10) as there is a probabilistic GHI component contained within P sun(k) . The probability mass function (PMF), p, has a certain number of intervals, L. The PMF is explained in greater detail in the next sub-section of the paper.
In the same manner, (6) and (9) can be re-written as (11) and (12) respectively.
The variability of the GHI weather forecast can be characterized using a PMF, which is a probability measure that shows probabilities of the possible values for the discrete random variable GHI with a range R GHI = {ghi 1 , ghi 2 ,. . . ,ghi L }. Equation (13) is the PMF of the discrete random variable GHI.
The expected values of GHI and their dependency on the TCC can be found through numerical data assimilation and are expressed as E{P sun(k) |TCC}. For this work, only the GHI has been considered to be stochastic and only the discrete expected values (most probable value occurrence for the GHI sample set) were extracted from the PMF functions subject to various cloud conditions for use in the model. For this reason, it was appropriate to use the PMF and not the PDF. Future work may include all the variables as stochastic functions.
C. PROBLEM FORMULATION FOR CURRENT DAY
The allowed driving time (ADT day ) that the vehicle is allowed to drive (user or event rule restricted) for a specific day is found by subtracting the trip start time from the trip end time for any particular day. Even though the teams are not obliged to have a minimum driving time during an event such as the SSC, in this work, we assumed that the car will always be in motion except for the control stops. The real driving time (RDT day ) is the sum of each distance traveled for each interval divided by the optimal speed for each interval. The basic structure of the optimization problem for a single day is given by the objective function in (14) and its succeeding constraints. The first four rows of Table 2 show the acceptable range for each of the constraint variables governing the objective function of (14) . The control or decision variable is v k, which is the speed of the vehicle at each discrete time period k. Although the expected SoC is maximized, this ensures that the least amount of energy is expended while driving and in turn, provides an optimal energy platform for the multi-day optimization to be able to maximize the distance traveled. In other words, the distance (and the need to maximize it) is an independent variable, but it is positively affected in the desired manner by targeting other specific variables such as the SoC.
The objective function (E{SoC day(x) }) is described by α, and the nature of this objective function is a single variable (maximizing only the expected SoC of the battery) although the output or controlled variable is a vector which contains a unique optimal speed for each 5 km route section. The energy remaining in the battery pack at the end of each day (SoC day(x) ) described by constraint β will ensure that the vehicle has the required amount of energy available at the start of each day to finish the entire route without depleting the battery pack during any single day route. This constraint will also ensure that the stored energy cannot be charged to exceed the absolute maximum ratings of the battery pack, as this is a critical safety risk. The real driving time (RDT day ) described by constraint γ , introduces a short grace period that has been added to the time constraint to convert what would have been an equality constraint, to an inequality constraint, as it was observed that with this specific optimization problem, the computation time decreased by using only inequality constraints. σ is the constraint for the nominal motor power required (P loss ), and, in most cases, these motors can operate well over double their rating provided that they are kept below a certain temperature. To ensure that the motor is sufficiently air-cooled as well as keeping a minimum safe driving speed (v k ), a minimum driving speed constraint is described by τ .
D. PROBLEM FORMULATION FOR FUTURE DAYS
The primary function of the multi-day (future days) optimization is to estimate informed starting points of the number of extra loops to be performed every day. As part of the computation needed to find the informed starting points for the number of loops, the estimated minimum values for α day (2) to α day (8) will also be found, knowing that α day(1) = 100%. Arr 0 will denote the predicted unique amount of energy used to cover each day without performing any loops, and the predicted unique amount of energy used to cover each day with one loop included on each day denoted by Arr 1 . By subtracting Arr 0 from Arr 1 it is possible to find the energy loss components (ε day(x) ), which provide some basic but useful information on the amount of energy that one loop for each day might consume.
To avoid confusion, we make use of x(x = 1,2,. . . , N) to denote each discrete time interval for the multi-day problem formulation as opposed to k that was used in the current day problem formulation. Equations (15) and (16) provide the ratio or weight of each loop distance ( day(x) ) when compared to the sum of all the loop distances and the ratio or weight of energy loss for each loop (e day(x) ) compared to the amount of the energy required for all the loops respectively. e day(x) can be considered to be an expected value as it depends on the random variable of GHI. Consider (17) to be a function that would describe the favorability of performing a certain number of loops on a particular day.
Both a considerable loop distance value (δ day(x) ) and a large number of loops per day (ϕ day(x) ), as well as a low loop energy loss value (ε day(x) ) will tend to decrease the value of f x . Therefore, the lower the value of f x , the more favorable the loop of that specific day is considered. If we consider the number of loops for each day to be ϕ day(x) , then the general structure of the multiple-day optimization problem can be given by:
The nature of the objective function (f x ) is a single variable (minimizing the function f x ) although the output or controlled variable is a vector which contains the optimal number of additional road sections (ϕ day(x) ) for each of the eight days that should be driven to maximize the distance traveled. The optimal amount of loops for each day (ϕ day(x) ) is represented by a constraint variable (x) . The minimum energy values required at the start of each day (α day(x) ) is governed by (x). The last two rows of Table 2 show the acceptable range for each of the constraint variables governing the objective function of (18) . It is important to note that this method for multiple-day optimization was not necessarily intended to achieve accuracy, but rather for computational efficiency and to arrive at an informed starting point of loop quantities for the user to consider. This implies that the larger the number of loops chosen for one specific day, the less realistic the results will be as the input data relies on the weather conditions when performing only one loop per day, when more loops would be performed when the weather might be different (this maybe later during the day when the sun is positioned at a lower angle) which results in a variation of the actual energy that would be used for the second, third and fourth loops.
The objective function of (18) makes explicit provision for such a constraint to be imposed by the user through (x) , the value of which will be chosen based on prior experience and historical statistics.
E. SOLUTION ALGORITHMS
The issue of convexity or non-convexity, one local minimum or many local minima of the proposed problem function is not of great concern in our case as the constraints identified in (14) simplify the problem sufficiently to allow for a narrow optimization space wherein the solver can confidently find a single optimal solution. Global optimization techniques such as the Differential Evolution are not needed to solve this problem and would possibly result in an increase in computational time, which is unwanted in our case where near real-time updates may be required periodically. The chosen optimization solver for the problem of the current day (high resolution) was a gradient-based Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) method, which is well known and considered to be an industry preferred gradientbased method for solving non-linear constrained optimization problems. At each iteration, all the constraints, as well as the objective function, are handled by successive quadratic approximations where the Hessian matrix provides the necessary second-order differential information. The Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) method is employed to approximate the Hessian matrix. In turn, finite forward differences are used to approximate the objective functions' gradient which supplements the BFGS method. Finally, line searches are used to find the solution to the approximate subproblem. Matlab employs such an SQP method for easy software integration. For this reason, the equation set for the SQP method will not be shown in detail as it has been thoroughly documented in [21] . Now, regarding the multi-day optimization (lower resolution), if we consider eight days, and limit the number of loops per day to four (based on event statistics of the midrange competitors of the SSC), then the number of loop and day combinations or permutations to find the optimal energy usage and maximum distance becomes very low and this data can be easily represented (by constructing a matrix of paths and costs) as a classical shortest path problem. For this reason, a Dynamic Programming (DP) approach has been chosen. Because of the somewhat arbitrary nature of the DP method, Matlab does not necessarily implement DP as a standard function for ease of use, and therefore the technique needs more explanation starting at first principles. Let's consider the generic structure of the finite-horizon DP method to aid in the interpretation of the solution algorithm. Assume a discretetime system is described by:
The horizon, or the number of times that control is applied, is denoted by N, while x is the discrete-time interval between the applied control stages. z x is the current value of the state being optimized and u x is the decision or control variable. w x is the random parameter (or stochastic variable), which is commonly averaged to indicate the expected value of this variable. The DP method makes use of so-called optimization policies. These policies can also be called feedback control laws or rules/functions. These feedback rules provide information on what the decision/control variable (u x ) should be, given the current value of the state (z x ). These policies (µ x ) or functions are described by (20) , and map states z x into controls u x = µ x (z x ).
In this manner, the decision variables are chosen and adapted based on what has happened in the past (feedback laws) by optimizing these sequences of policies or functions: π = {µ 0 , µ 1 , . . . , µ N −1 }. A generic cost function of these policies is shown by:
Here, g x is the cost incurred, g N is the cost at the terminal state, and z N is the value of the final (terminal) state. In some cases, the cost at the terminal state is not unique and may be made zero. The terminal cost will then be calculated as part of the summation term (second term) in (21) . The DP now aims to compute the optimal cost function at state zero by minimizing all the policies as shown by:
Furthermore, because we are dealing with functions, typically, an optimal policy π * exists, which satisfies (23) for all the values of the zero state z 0 while still being independent of this initial state. This phenomenon of the existence of an optimal policy is a consequence of the DP algorithm. In 1957, Bellman [22] explained the principle of optimality, which states that an optimal policy has the property that whatever the initial state and initial decision is, the remaining decisions must constitute an optimal policy concerning the state resulting from the first decision. In other words, the tail policy is optimal for the sub-problems of the entire tail. The DP, in turn, solves all the tail sub-problems in a given time length, using the solution of the tail sub-problem of a shorter time length. This results in solving the problem from the tail side to the front and is called 'backward induction'. Initially, we start one step from the end (N − 1) and solve that specific tail sub-problem, and, as a result, the third last step (N − 2) is now simplified based on the knowledge of the second final step, and soon this too can easily be solved. This process is repeated until the initial state is reached.
To use the DP method in Matlab, we would need to re-write the generic structure previously defined by (18) to arrive at a suitable DP algorithm which we would be able to implement pragmatically: 1) Let J x (z x ) be the optimal cost of the tail problem starting at z x with initial condition J N (z N ) = g N (z N ) beginning at the last state tail sub-problem.
2) From here we move backward, starting at the end, such that x = N − 1, . . . , 0 by making use of:
where U x is the set of constraints as stipulated in (18) and w x is the random variable of the discrete-time system in (19) . g x is the cost of the terminal state and f x is some cost function. 3) Solve all the tail sub-problems (all the values of J x ) at time x by minimizing the sum of the x th stage cost and the cost of the next tail problem starting from the next state at time x + 1. 4) When the last step is generated, J 0 (z 0 ), this will be equal to the optimal cost J * (z 0 ) as well as the optimal policy π * = {µ * 0 , µ * 1 , . . . , µ * N − 1} where µ * k (z x ) minimizes the right-hand side of the J x (z x ) at each z x and x. Now we are ready to apply the multi-day optimization problem formulation in this paper to the DP algorithm as described above. The discrete-time system will be given by (24) with N representing the number of days (N = 8 in the context of the SSC2018):
In (24), z N is the total number of kilometers traveled as a result of the sum of loop sections of each day. It is important to note that this distance does not include the mandatory driving distances for each day. u x is the decision or control variable, which is the optimal number of loops to travel each day while adhering to the constraint set (U x ), as seen in (18) . Furthermore, u x is also a function of the random variable (expected value) of e day(x) , which results in (24) to be rewritten as:
The cost function will be simplified as the terminal state does not have any unique cost requirements, but rather, it is treated similarly as the rest of the series of states. This means that the first term in J x (z x ) will fall away. The cost function can now be given by:
Here, f x refers to (18) and J x+1 is the cost of the next state based on the current state. ϕ day(x) is the decision or control variable (number of loops per day) and e day(x) is the expected value of the random variable. By minimizing J x (z x ) over the horizon of N , we can find the optimal number of loops for each day based on the expected energy to be consumed by each loop on each day and the importance of the loop distance of each day. Another secondary result of the minimization will be the minimum amount of energy needed at the start of each day (SoC day(x) ); this information is essential to the energy manager and serves as validation of the results of the daily number of loops. Finally, the outcome of the DP optimization is to select the optimal number and combination of loops that use the least energy and yield the greatest distance.
In this manner, we are able to maximize the distance traveled indirectly. By providing the necessary input data from the various sensors, solar car telemetry, and API based weather forecast, the combination of these algorithms will be able to predict the optimal speed profile for any single day of the SSC for any solar vehicle in high resolution. Furthermore, the target loop quantities (from the low-resolution multi-day optimization results) found will be used to re-construct the route input data used by the single-day optimization structure and compute in high resolution for all eight days to verify the validity and feasibility of the loop quantities proposed. Each day can now be calculated individually and re-calculated in high resolution as the days' progress. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 of this multi-level optimization approach. There will be no need to re-calculate the multi-day optimization other than when a significant deviation in the estimated state of charge and the actual state of charge is observed. This might occur as a result of largely deviating from the speed profile, unpredicted weather changes or some mechanical or electrical malfunction/failure on the vehicle which might influence the predictions of the energy models.
aids in the explanation

III. CASE STUDY
The Tshwane University of Technology (TUT) entered their third generation solar-powered vehicle (Sun Chaser III) into the challenger category in the SSC2018 that took place in South Africa during September 2018. The car is shown in Fig. 3 . The team placed 4 th overall and 1 st among the local participants. The Sun Chaser III team managed to cover almost 2400 km over the period of eight days and much of its success was attributed to the implemented optimization algorithm and the advantage it provided to the team from TUT. The physical characteristics of the Sun Chaser III are presented in Table 1 . The official challenge results of Sun Chaser III during the SSC2018 challenge are shown in Table 3 .
Matlab was used to implement the proposed algorithm and was used to create a primary user interface. The requirements for the algorithm to work seamlessly and practically required a few unique features: It should be executable anywhere on the route to account for unplanned events such as heavy traffic, mandatory route detours, stopping for unexpectedly long periods in case of a breakdown, or simply changing a flat tire, et cetera. When the algorithm is requested to run at any time after 08:00 in the morning (which is usually the start time during the SSC event), it will take the current time from the computer as the starting time, the current GPS location from the weather sensor and the current SoC from the telemetry connection to the solar electric car. The mandatory daily cut of time is 17:00. By making use of this information, the algorithm will be able to modify the route data and calculate a new optimal speed profile and expected SoC accordingly. The optimizer can run for the full eight days (or whatever part thereof remains) or for one day only where the interval resolution is set to 5 km sections (high resolution). With the full eight-day optimization, the optimal speed profile resolution will be decreased to 10 km intervals (low resolution) to alleviate computation time.
A. ROUTE DATA PRE-PREPARATION
The weather forecast for up to eight days in advance was requested via an Application Program Interface (API) available from Meteomatics AG, which typically uses the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) as a raw data source. The variables that were requested from the Meteomatics AG API to use in the optimization problem are presented in Table 4 . In addition to the weather variables in this table, the air density is calculated by using T dew , T air, and P air with a polynomial method proposed by [15] . The minimum mandatory route (typically around 2000 km over the entire eight-day SSC event) for each day was divided into approximately 5 km intervals. At each of these intervals, the GPS coordinates were saved in an array, and all the variables in Table 4 were requested for the entire array of GPS coordinates. In addition to this, the weather variables were also requested at a 5 km resolution along the route for the additional loop road sections stipulated for each day. The distance and elevation between each GPS coordinate pair were then used to define the route to be traveled. The number of optimal speed states, k, for a route was set at a 5 km resolution, although the energy calculations (lost or gained) would happen at a higher resolution to ensure that the road profile (gradient) is accurately characterized. We characterized the variability of the GHI weather forecast from the Meteomatics AG API for the South African region, the Pretoria area in particular, only. Forecast data for four months before the SSC2018 (May 2018 to August 2018) were requested for this location in Pretoria from the API at 06:00 each day for the forecast of the next day only. Furthermore, real GHI measurements were recorded by a Gill Maximet GMX501 weather station, which was calibrated by using the precise magnetic declination value for the location where it was mounted in Pretoria. We used this data to construct the appropriate PMFs. After a pre-analysis of the raw four-month forecast and recorded GHI data, it was observed that there are certain patterns in the accuracy of the prediction when considering the amount of TCC for a specific day. The four-month data set was subdivided into the following categories: I. Clear sky (when TCC ≤ 2% daily mean value) a. 08:00 -10:00 and 14:00 -17:00 b. 10:00 to 14:00 II. Cloudy days (daily mean TCC values used) a. 2% < TCC ≤ 10%, 08:00 -17:00 b. 11% < TCC ≤ 20%, 08:00 -17:00 c. 21% < TCC ≤ 40%, 08:00 -17:00 d. 41% < TCC ≤ 100%, 08:00 -17:00
Six PMFs were created from the six categories specified. Table 5 shows the expected values found for each category as explained above. It shows that on a day with a clear sky, on average, the Meteomatics AG API under predicts the GHI in Pretoria (South Africa) throughout the day, even though by a small margin. Similarly, the slight underprediction is seen on days where a TCC of between 11% and 40% is found. In contrast, for 3% -10% TCC and 41% -100% TCC, the Meteomatics AG API seems to over predict the GHI values in Pretoria by approximately 9%. The expected values in Table 5 are applied to P sun(k) as shown in (10) according to the TCC predicted for that specific day to calibrate the forecast bias and ultimately improve the predicted GHI accuracy for the South African region. Finally, the expected value for the useful power from the sun, E{P sun(k) }, can be re-written to become E{P sun(k) |TCC} as its value is now dependent on the state of the forecasted TCC value. 
B. FIELD TEST SETUP
Both optimization algorithms were implemented during the eight days of the SSC2018 and all the data from the solar vehicle was sent via long-range Wi-Fi to the support vehicle where it was recorded in a LabVIEW and Matlab software environment at one-second intervals. Weather data was collected and recorded (one-second intervals) with the same sensor that was used to create the PMFs for the GHI weather component. This sensor was mounted high above the roof of the support vehicle to eliminate any aerodynamic interference that the support vehicle itself might have on the wind speed and direction recordings, as illustrated in Fig. 4 . The support vehicle was equipped with two portable computers: one for monitoring the solar car systems and recording data and the other to run the optimization scripts. The results section will summarize all eight days followed by an in-depth look at the first day of the SSC2018.
C. PERFORMANCE METRICS
To evaluate the accuracy and performance of the weather forecasts and algorithm predictions, some commonly used performance metrics will be applied to describe the data. More specifically the Forecast Bias (FB), the Mean Absolute Error (MAE), the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and the standard deviation (std) will be used. These metrics will be expressed as percentages for ease of comparison. The FB metric on its own will not be enough to assess the accuracy of the forecast, however, a highly biased forecast already shows that something in the model requires investigation or improvement. The MAE is the average of all absolute errors and assists in understanding the amount of error in the forecast. The RMSE is an absolute measure of fit between the real and forecast data.
The coefficient of determination R 2 (the square of the Pearson correlation coefficient) will be used to measure the quality of correlation between the variation of the SoC error and the variation of the error parameters shown in Table 6 . The coefficient of determination is useful in determining the linear influence a particular forecast parameter error has on the SoC error. Equation (27) to (32) describes these performance metrics where n is the number of observations or forecasts and rERROR k is the relative error percentage.
A positive FB value shows an under-prediction on average. For the wind speed, however, a positive FB shows that the wind was acting on the vehicle (on average, more than the prediction) in the direction of motion and a negative FB when the wind was acting (on average, more than the prediction) in the opposite direction of vehicle motion. All other performance metrics can only be positive percentages. In addition to these performance metrics, the total useful solar irradiation energy from the sun (including solar panel area and all transfer efficiencies to the battery) as well as the total energy consumed from the battery during each day (given in Table 7 ) will ensure a comprehensive description of the performance of the optimization algorithm predictions and weather forecasts for each day. Making mention of the daily TCC forecast will not be useful as the real TCC could not be recorded and compared during the event. However, the effects of the TCC would still be contained within the performance metrics of the GHI error parameter. The data sets collected on Day 2 and Day 3 were not usable as the Sun Chaser III team had major mechanical failure due to a strong gust of wind at the end of the first day, which had to be repaired during the first part of Day 2. The car still managed to increase the battery charge by 30% while doing repairs and covered 117 km without following any optimization profile. Similarly, on Day 3 the data was not usable as the team only completed the first stage of the day with one loop after which the solar car had to be put on a trailer for the rest of the day due to continuing technical issues arising from the damages sustained on the first day. The team still managed to cover 164 km and fully charge the battery (gaining about 22%, which means starting with a full battery on Day 4) while on the trailer. On Day 5 the telemetry recording system on the support vehicle failed, and no data was recorded for this day. Day 5 used 17% of the battery pack. Usable data were recorded for Day1, Day 4 and Day 6 to Day 8.
Optimization re-calculations were done daily to compensate for the many inconsistencies arising from the technical equipment failures and other factors.
D. RESULTS SUMMARY
Day 1 and Day 6 ( Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 respectively) display similar performance metrics with the speed error similarly small on both days. The only noticeable difference is that on Day 1 the car experienced on average more wind from the front (Fig. 7 ) than predicted and on Day 6 the car experienced on average more wind from the rear (Fig. 8 ) than predicted (which yielded a 7% higher and 6% lower energy usage respectively despite a roughly 5% overprediction of the GHI component on both these days). On both these days, a good coefficient of determination between the SoC error and both the speed and GHI errors can be seen. This was expected as the remaining energy-consuming variables for these two days have relatively low prediction errors allowing most of the SoC error variance to be described by the GHI and speed error components. Day 4 and Day 7 ( Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 respectively) compared well as both had much larger speed errors (Fig. 11) than Day 1 and Day 6. As a result of driving at a higher speed than predicted on Day 4, an apparent phase shift can be seen in the SoC plot ( Fig. 9 ) as the predicted plot lags the actual plot by over an hour. The team stopped driving at around 14:00 on Day 4 and used the remaining hours for charging their batteries by the sun, which can be seen by a steady SoC increase from 14:00 to 16:00 in Fig. 9 .
Day 4 did, however, see large GHI prediction errors ( Fig.12 ) most likely as a result of scattered and unpredictable cloud movement (observed on the day). As a result, Day 4 recorded much less energy from the sun than what was predicted (12% less), however, experienced on average more wind from the rear (Fig. 13 ) of the car than predicted which contributed to both days using about 15% more energy than expected. Day 4 and Day 7 has fair coefficients of determination between the SoC error and the GHI error (although both these coefficients of determination are lower than that of Day 1 and Day 6).
Most of Day 7 metrics show low error values resulting in a high coefficient of determination between the SoC error ( Fig. 10 ) and the GHI and speed error components except for the speed error being the largest among all eight days. Day 8 (Fig. 14) was unique as the challenge organizers allowed ninety minutes more driving time for this day, yielding almost 0.5 kWh more energy from the sun. This day the wind on average was recorded more from the rear of the car with the rest of the error parameters relatively low and comparable with Day 1 and Day 6. At the end of this day (which was the end of the challenge) 4% less battery energy was used than what was predicted. After summing all the portions of battery energy used each day (including gained battery energy on Day 2 and Day 3), Sun Chaser III ended up with a battery SoC of about 10% upon completion of the challenge. After evaluating the performance of the five days of usable data it is clear that deviating from the speed profile (faster or slower) is detrimental to the stored battery energy, similarly so when significant errors were observed among the weather forecast parameters. On rare occasions errors of forecasted parameters resulted in a positive effect on the battery pack, these were mostly seen in situations of more wind from the rear than predicted and GHI under predictions. SoC error coefficients of determination are observed to be the highest with the GHI and speed errors which show that these parameters have the best linear relationship with the SoC error. Foreseeably these two coefficients of determination declines with the increase of the other error parameters as this decrease the quality of the linear relationship between the SoC errors and the GHI and speed errors.
Considering the five days of useful data, the optimization algorithm was able to predict the battery SoC to within an absolute value of 8% providing the forecasts are within typical meteorological expected upper and lower bounds (referring to Day 1,6 and 8) as well as speed RMSE errors below 17%. Larger weather forecast deviations (Day 4) and speed deviations (Day 7) resulted in 15% more energy used than expected to cover the same distance in the same time.
Lastly and possibly one of the most interesting results is that the average sum of the coefficients of determination for each day adds up to 0.94 which shows that about 94% of variation in SoC error can be explained by the speed, wind, air density, and GHI errors and the remaining 6% variation in SoC error may be as a result of small un-modeled vehicle dynamics, non-linearity of the charge and discharge cycles of the battery, temperature effects et cetera.
E. CASE STUDY OF DAY 1
The detailed results of Day 1 of the SSC2018 are shown in Fig. 5, Fig. 7, Fig.15, Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 . The elevation profile in Fig. 15 depicts the re-occurrence of three distinctive peaks are evident, that is, the three-loop sections covered on Day 1 as established by the multipleday optimization algorithm output. The road gradient was predominantly flat with the exception of one or two hills. The clouds on this day were initially low at about 20% TCC in the morning descending until around midday after which the cloud cover nearly linearly increased to about 70% at 16:00. The air density for the day had a mean value of 1 kg/m 3 and a mean deviation of less than 5% during the day. The accuracy of the wind predictions was overall fair compared to the recorded wind on the day except for 14:30 to 16:00 as depicted in Fig. 7 . The real recorded data of the useful solar power plot (Fig. 16 ) contains a few high-frequency anomalies seen throughout the day. This is possibly due to the trees, bridges, and other significantly large obstacles momentarily casting shade on the solar vehicle as well as the roof-mounted sensor. Overall, the useful solar power prediction, with the aid and application of the PMFs to increase accuracy, performed well, even during a day of varying cloud cover conditions.
During the first day of the SSC2018, the team realized that it is somewhat impractical to follow the exact optimal speed profile suggested by the optimization algorithm as traffic and other conditions on national roads do not necessarily permit erratic speed changing (sudden acceleration or deceleration) behavior as required to follow the speed profile evident in Fig. 17 . Having said this, the maximum acceleration needed to follow this optimal speed profile was less than 0.5 m/s −2, which is entirely safe and acceptable for the driver as well as the electric vehicle, and thus no extra constraints were added to revise this behavior. The team followed the speed recommendations as far as practically possible and chose the best average speed to try and satisfy the mean of a few consecutive speed points where it deemed impractical to follow the real speed profile. The mandatory control-stop occurred at around 10:30 to 11:00 which is well in line with the original prediction. A few brief stops had to be made along the route just after 09:00, 12:00, and 13:00, which was unaccounted for in the forecast. These stops were mainly due to traffic conditions and driver changes.
When looking at the actual and predicted SoC curves in Fig. 5 , a moderate correlation between the two curves can be seen up to around 13:00 at which point the actual SoC decreased more than predicted. This miscorrelation is most likely caused by the deviations of the various actual weather conditions from the predictions as well as the electric vehicle not precisely following the speed profile as recommended by the algorithm. Overall, this caused an over prediction of about 7% SoC by 16:00 on Day 1 of the SSC2018. Another compelling correlation is that the three distinctive peaks that are seen in the curve of the optimal speed profile after 11:00 are roughly inversely proportional to the peaks in the elevation profile. This shows that the optimization algorithm is greatly affected by the road profile as it is one of the larger consumers of energy and, subsequently, an area where energy can be potentially optimized. Luckily the elevation profile of the desired route is known and constant which means that although the elevation profile is seen to affect the energy usage significantly, it is efficiently and robustly predictable.
IV. CONCLUSION
Solar electric vehicle engineering challenges are enabling young scientists to explore, exploit, and push the boundaries of renewable energies and energy management worldwide. Much energy management research has been published regarding the BWSC which is a fixed distance challenge. This work, however, concerned itself with finding a novel method for energy management maximizing distance traveled in the under-researched context of the SSC which is a uniquely variable-distance challenge in South Africa. It was shown to be achievable by making use of existing algorithms to advise the teams partaking in the SSC event on the optimal speed profile as well as the number of additional route sections to consider to be able to maximize their overall distance covered in the event. The extensive real-world implementation of the method (and the performance results thereof) substantiated the technical soundness of the work presented.
It was shown that it is highly detrimental to energy conservation when the predicted speed profile is not adhered to and when the weather variables deviate largely from the predicted values. Overall the multilevel algorithm combination proved robust, reliable and accurate in being able to advise the solar vehicle team on the optimal speed profile as well as the optimal number of additional road sections to be driven each day to conserve energy and maximize distance in the context of the Sasol Solar Challenge in South Africa.
To complement the results of this research, we are currently working on the following areas to improve and refine the work by:
• Finding a better means of characterizing and applying probability functions to predicted data;
• Making use of larger weather datasets that span more months or even years;
• Including all weather variables to be stochastic; • Including some additional constraints to ensure that the speed profile is more realistically implementable;
• Including temperature models and the effect on solar power production of the solar array • Extending the wind forecast model to include wind gusts to improve accuracy
• Integrating the single day and multiple day optimization algorithms into one for ease of use and possibly more accurate results;
• Including the ability to dynamically choose a route from a platform such as Google Maps and then run the optimizer according to that specific route; and
• Automating the optimization algorithms to re-calculate at pre-determined intervals as found in a traditional closed-loop system to account for variations and errors more frequently.
After the refinement and extension of this work, it could make a positive contribution if applied to the electric vehicle industry by acting as a type of a 'range estimator' or battery estimator for use in a commercially operated vehicle. With some additional modifications, specifically to the mathematical model, the algorithms can also be applied to alternatively powered vehicles such as hydrogen and natural gas or even trains, trams and scooters.
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